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news"Islam in Europe" 3rd Seminar Among the Series of the
Chair of Studies in Islamic Civilization
14 Mar 2016
The seminar Islam in Europe: Problems, Challenges and Suggestions presents an analysis of the
current situation, shedding some light over the underlying causes of the anti-European rhetoric
present in the Islamic extremism, as well as the anti-Islamic rhetoric of the extreme right. During
its sessions, the seminar will illustrate the possible options for getting out of this tunnel and
moving towards a framework of pluralism that guarantees social peace among European
countries.
In this context, exists the need to construct real plural societies within the European space that leave behind
marginalization, exclusion and Islamophobia. Moreover, there becomes a pressing need to produce a new Islamic
discourse based on epistemology and methodological knowledge in order to deal and interact positively with the
consequences of globalization and to respond to the needs of new Muslim generations in Europe. As well, this
new discourse should make use of the new human knowledge in order to assure that the European
Muslim lives in harmony with his identity and society, as well as refute false beliefs that lead Muslims to feel a
contradiction between their Islamic religion and European citizenship.
Teaching Staff:
Tareq Oubrou, French writer, director and imam of the Grand Mosque of Bordeaux. Former
Honorary President and Former President of the Association of Imams of France and Grand Mufti
of the South West Regional Council of Islamic Associations (CRAISOF).
Juan Jose Tamayo, Doctor in Theology from the Pontifical University of Salamanca and in
Filosophy and Arts from the Autonomous University of Madrid. Director of the Chair in Theology
and Religious Sciences "Ignacio Ellacuría" of the University of Carlos III of Madrid, Associate
Professor at the Department of Geography, History and Art at the same University and Professor
of the Chair in Three Religions of the University of Valencia.
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Objectives of the Seminar:
Define the most important problems of Islam in Europe.
Highlight epistemological and methodological foundations for the renewal of Islamic discourse in and about
Europe.
Offer solutions that could save the European Muslim from the imaginary dichotomy between his religious
affiliation and his political one to European countries.
Content of the Seminar:
Introduction: Problem and Methodology. Research Areas…
Islam in Europe: Problems and Challenges.
Mutual stereotypes between Europe and Islamic world.
Shared values between Islam and Occidental culture.
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How to overcome mental representations and consolidate humanitarian meeting points.
¿Can we talk about European Islam?
Modern Islamic discourse and the jurisprudence of Muslim minorities in Europe.
"ISLAM IN EUROPA: PROBLEMS, CHALLENGES AND SUGGESTIONS"
Work hours: 20 hours.
Schedule: 17h00 to 21h00 from Mondays to Thursdays; Fridays from 10h00 to 14h00
Registration fees: 10€
Number of places offered: 30
Registration: Obligatory. Registration open until April, 2, 2016. Should you be interested in the
seminar, please print out, sign and send the payment receipt on the following email: cursos
fundea.org. You can download the Registration Form from this page.
Accreditation: The Euro-Arab Foundation for Higher Studies will give a Certificate of
Achievement to students who attend minimum 80% of the sessions.
FIVE SEMINARS FROM JANUARY TO JUNE, 2016
From January to June, 2016, the Euro-Arab Foundation offers the first seminar series within the framework of
the Chair of Studies in Islamic Civilization and Renewal of Religious Thought [2], which takes place under the
auspices of the Mominoun Without Borders Foundation.
The series comprise five seminars which will take place in Granada, in the headquarters
of the Euro-Arab Foundation, in the form of lectures and debates.
The seminars, which count with the collaboration of the Institute of Granada for Higher Education and Research,
aim at analysing and debating over some modern as well as current issues related to Islam, the Arab-Islamic
World and Europe, issues that are dealt with in academic studies and are subject of international debates.
Seminars will provide participants with the necessary tools for the analysis of subjects like modern Islamic
discourses; Islamic feminism; Islam in Europe, modern Arabic and Islamic thought and Political Islam in ArabIslamic and Occidental societies. The Chair hosts a broad range of specialists of great renown, both researchers
and teaching staff, from European and Arab universities.
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